The sequential pattern mining field is expanding through numerous researches and has a large number of applications such as language processing, alarms management and event management on a broader scale. Its use began with processing items baskets to learn patterns and have a directed marketing strategy but it is generalized to telecommunication alarms management with several works. Our work is in line with this, as it tries to locate patterns and identify them to make predictive statements about certain patterns. It is axed around providing a way to break sequences into episodes and assigning them a value of confidence and support, more precisely in the discovery of frequent patterns of episodes within a time window. Experimental results have shown the effectiveness of our sequential pattern mining approach and its adaptability to alarm management and analytics.
I. INTRODUCTION
Data mining is defined as the science of extracting meaningful information from several flows of large data. It is about building empirical models on data-driven models, not with an underlying theory behind it. It aims to provide insight and useful visualization to its users, to reduce the complexity of huge databases. It is also referred to as Knowledge Discovery in Databases (KDD) [27] . There are several fields of application such as:
• Business Intelligence [40] . • Exploratory Data Analysis [1] . • Bioinformatics [22] . • Big Data [9] , [36] . • Predictive Analytics [20] . Thus science groups a number of underlying methods and techniques, whose aims vary and spread all over a spectrum of applications: pattern recognition [4] , statistical models [19] , predictive analysis [20] , machine learning [25] , Information science [6] , etc. It can be used in many different ways. Some of the tasks most commonly found are:
• Summarization & Reduction [35] .
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• Cluster Analysis [12] , [18] , [29] . • Regression Analysis [34] . • Classification and case-based reasoning [28] . • Association rule learning and sequential pattern mining [2] , [24] . Industrial plants are an environment filled with data and it has become a critical issue to uncover knowledge in the large databases generated by the systems that are in play. The goal is that models built upon data mining will uncover relevant information that will help increase productivity, decrease potential risks, improve processes, pinpoint deviations in Key Performance Indicators (KPI) and aid the operators dealing with a huge overload of information. This is done by grouping key elements (clustering), providing a reduced dashboard through Human Machine Interfaces (HMI) with visualization, find recurring patterns to uncover cause-effect relationships and predict outputs or errors. And, in the new paradigm of industrialization and the new Industry 4.0 fashion, Data is at the essence of any industrious project. As well as collection and valorization which could be interpreted as feedback and monitoring, Data Analytics are starting to be critical: between getting correlations among interacting systems, and root-cause analysis, the techniques are numerous. Another bridge to cross in the future: VOLUME 8, 2020 This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 License. For more information, see http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/
• Logs and records are raw Data. Information is the product of refining these data to obtain something relevant, knowledge. How to get there?
• How can we use past data to access knowledge about the future?
• Are frequent patterns in an alarm system (or even in a broader sense) indicator of relevant data? If so, how do we quantify that? Since the number of alarms is growing and the monitoring process is getting harder as the operator has to acknowledge multiple alarms and deal with them, predictive models have become a necessity to assess the situation and set up contingency plans: alarms behavior is mapped and dealt with accordingly.
The application of data mining techniques to industrial engineering is a field that is getting more momentum, but that is currently underdeveloped. Data mining can, however, be strategically applied to industrial engineering processes such as scheduling, quality control, cost reduction, safety, and others.
There are various data mining techniques, most are dataspecific. There are no algorithms that apply on everything. e.g. Neural network algorithms can be used on quantitative data, but adapting them to a qualitative data analysis is a quite rigorous and difficult task. Some of the techniques applied in data mining include traditional statistics. The predictive models are based on already logged data and generated using many algorithms that find frequent patterns that can pinpoint recurring problems. Also is considered that in dealing with said alarms, the operator creates his own set of patterns, that indicate how a problem A has been resolved following a solution pattern. This can improve reaction time but also be used in a manner to assist the operator if an issue presenting a degree of similarity to the one that has been resolved.
To do so, the system should be able to compute the similarity between patterns and align them correspondingly. Alignment and similarity are important, they allow to pinpoint patterns in dataflows with all data noise that may arise.
Our work is axed around alarm systems in industrial plants, the data being the alarms logs generated by the plant, more precisely in the discovery of frequent patterns of episodes within a time window.
Many approaches have been proposed to extract theses patterns to manage alarm systems [10] , [11] , [17] .
The events of interest are the alarms triggering factors, their return to normal and whether they have been acknowledged by an operator or not. Some alarms floods can be defined briefly as the triggering of a high number of alarms in a small time window.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: in section II, we briefly present a state of the art on sequential pattern mining. Section III presents the preliminaries relates to our approach. Section IV is a bit more theoretical, as it presents our modeling approach related to sequential pattern mining. In section V, a performance analysis is brought forward to set the advantages of the implementation. Finally, we conclude in section VI our work and bring out some insights and potential future works.
II. RELATED WORK ON SEQUENTIAL PATTERN MINING
Several applications of data mining and machine learning emerge from analyzing data that comes from events sequences and alike data sets. Such data can come from alarms systems in different areas like telecommunications and industrial plants, natural language processing, users' actions on web sites and data flows on illnesses, etc.
In a more structured view, this data, which is streaming, can be viewed as a sequence of events ordered by a timestamp assigned to it. Events are viewed from a time and qualitative perspectives, both carry the data along with them.
To transform this data into meaningful information and knowledge, it has to be quantified and structured. This part of data mining has been gaining momentum since early 1990 and the interest is growing. From the pioneering work of Srikant and Agrawal [32] which has led to the Apriori family of algorithms and the definition of itemsets and association rules, to the later work of Mannila and Toivonen that has formalized episode mining and gave birth to the WINEPI (Sliding window approach for finding frequent episodes) / MINEPI (Minimal occurences approach for finding frequent episodes) family of algorithms.
Through 30 years of study and development, many techniques and approaches have been proposed for mining sequential patterns in a wide range of real-word applications [13] , such as Web mining [3] , classification [5] , and mining motifs from biological sequences [8] . Some well-known serial algorithms for sequential pattern mining, such as AprioriAll [2] , GSP algorithm (Generalized Sequential Pattern algorithm) [33] , BIDE algorithm (BI-Directional Extension algorithm) [38] , CloSpan (Software package of mining closed sequential patterns in a sequence database) [37] , FreeSpan (Frequent Pattern-Projected Sequential pattern Mining) [16] , PrefixSpan (Prefix-projected Sequential pattern mining) [26] , SPADE (Sequential PAttern Discovery using Equivalence classes) [39] , etc., have been proposed. Since many parallel SPM (Sequential Pattern Mining) algorithms are extended by the traditional serial SPM approaches, it is quite necessary for us to have an understanding of the systematic characteristics of traditional serial sequential pattern mining approaches. Thus, the state-of-the-art of serial SPM are reviewed below. Based on the different mining mechanisms, some well-known serial SPM approaches are divided into several categories, including Apriori-based techniques, pattern growth techniques, algorithms with earlypruning, and constraint-based algorithms.
Each method of serial SPM algorithm has advantages and disadvantages. Besides, there are also many different definitions of categories for SPM algorithms. A more comprehensive discussion of these methods has been given in [15] , [21] , [24] , and an up-to-date survey of the current status of SPM can be referred to [13] . 
III. PRELIMINARIES A. SCOPE
A pattern is defined as a repeated sign with regularity, as such, it has been linked to prediction as the regularity and frequency of repetition make it distinguishable.
It has been theorized that superior human intelligence comes certainly from its great pattern recognition features. Artificial Intelligence is considered to have surpassed it when it can recognize pattern better when a computer learned how to find patterns in chess, as would a chess grandmaster, it could beat him and surpasses him. Pattern Recognition is at the essence of machine learning and ranges from visual patterns to patterns in information. Visually, a pattern is a geometric figure that is repeated using geometric transformations, one of the greatest mathematical patterns are fractals. Our greatest feat is that we decomposed a seemingly infinite figure to a finite pattern that is repeated infinitely.
One of its features is our capacity to differentiate shapes, recognize people and extrapolate relations (knowing that two people are related or are from a certain country).
In data patterns, the approach is less obvious. Patterns in data sequences are not as much visual and the problems arise of how do we find those patterns. We can visualize data so that we can make those pattern geometric as shown in figure 1 , but the problem arises of what if there are patterns that have no geometric visualization.
B. DEFINITIONS
To introduce the different methods and algorithms, we should firstly layout the various necessary definitions that formalize the work done in this field [32] , [41] .
Definition 3.1 (Event):
Let E be the set of event types, called also an alphabet, and for the sake of simplicity, 1 the event types are a finite subset of N so that we have:
An event α i is defined as the pair of an event type from the alphabet and occurrence time. The event can contain several other attributes but in this overview, we will limit ourselves to this pair:
with e i ∈ E and t i a positive integer denoting the time. Definition 3.2 (Sequence): A sequence of data can be presented in the form of a database, a log file from the alarm plant system, etc. In this formalization, a sequence is defined as the succession of events sorted by their time of occurrence. The sequence itself is a triple (s, T s , T e ) where T s and T e are respectively the start time and the end time of the sequence 2 :
with T s ≤ t 1 ≤ t 2 ≤ ... ≤ t n < T e Example 3.1: On figure 2, we can represent the following sequence:
(s, 30, 44) = (4, 31), (5, 32) , (3, 33) , (4, 33) , (3, 35) , (5, 35) , (4, 37) , (5, 38) , (4, 39) , (5, 39) , (3, 40) , (4, 40) , (5, 40) , (3, 41) , (4, 42) We can see that events are happening at the same time, there are gaps in the sequence, (i.e. periods with no events happening). This is very convenient for our modeling purposes as the alarms can happen at the same times and there can be a duration in time where no alarm is triggered.
To be able to count, events occurrences and later episodes (which will be defined later on), we have to define when does occurrences count and how events are considered successive and/or close enough. For that purpose, the user should specify an event window and events in that window can be taken into consideration.
We define an event window as an event sequence:
and by this definition, the window can extend outside of the sequence as shown in figure 2 . Example 3.2: The window (w, 29, 33) , as shown in figure 3 , contains the events types: 4 and 5. It should be noted that the events (3, 33) and (4, 33) happened at the end of the window but as the sequence is defined: those shall not be counted. A representation of a sequence; in this example there are some events that occur at the same time
We call the width of a window its length in time:
(w, 29, 34) = ( (4, 31), (5, 32) , 29, 33)
W(s, win) is the set of all windows of width win, it contains all the windows inside the sequence and those extending outside it, so it follow that:
Definition 3.3 (Episodes): Previously, we defined sequences and events as the primary brick of this formalism, they represent the raw data, few modifications to the logs are done to get to this point, but to transform them into knowledge, we have to set up an essential part of the theory: Episode. We need to find the frequent pattern in the sequence that was provided to us, as such, events must organize into a meaningful structure that can be quantified as recurrent and/or happening. These are the episodes that are a class of event types, that are held up to a certain structure.
In a broader sense, an episode is an ordered (or partially ordered) collection of event types occurring together. Episodes can be described as directed acyclic graphs. They can be viewed as a relation mapping different event types, creating an antecedent/precedent relation between each event or a simultaneity relation.
Consider, for instance, episodes α, β and γ in the figure 4: Episode α is a serial episode: it occurs in a sequence only if there are events of types 4 and 5 that occur in this order in the sequence. In the sequence, there can be other events occurring between these two. The alarm sequence, for instance, is merged from several sources, and therefore it is useful that episodes are insensitive to intervening events.
Episode β is a parallel episode: no constraints on the relative order of 3 and 4 are given.
Episode γ is an example of the non-serial and non-parallel episode: it occurs in a sequence if there are occurrences of 3 and 4 and these follow an occurrence of 5; no constraints on the relative order of 3 and 4 are given. We mostly consider the discovery of serial and parallel episodes.
We now define episodes formally. An episode α is a triple (V , ≤, g) where V is a set of nodes, ≤ is a partial order on V , and g : V → E is a mapping associating each node with an event type. The interpretation of an episode is that the events in g(V ) have to occur in the order described by ≤. The size of α, denoted |α|, is |V |.
• Episode α is injective if the mapping g is an injection, i.e., no event type occurs twice in the episode. To be able to specify whether an episode is recurrent, we define its frequency as the number of windows in which the episode occurs divided by the total number of windows |W(s, win)| on a sequence s.
Such as the frequency of an episode α in a sequence s with a window constraint win is:
In this work, you will witness the influence of both works and how it is important in today's industrial revolution to have these tools that were formulated two decades ago provided that we adapt them to our needs in speed and efficiency.
We will set up a modeling approach to view the problems from a systems point-of-view and to get more perspective. The tools that are built in this work are alarm plant oriented but to preserve the generality of the work, we chose to separate the alarms part and the data mining part to get a more broader view of its applications.
IV. SEQUENTIAL PATTERN MINING: MODELING APPROACH
Now that the formalism is set and every aspect of the underlying theory is defined, we will move on developing a few algorithms that would encompass the goals of this work. These algorithms aim to find frequent patterns in sequences, and optimal alignment between those frequent episodes.
A. OPTIMAL ALIGNMENT PROCESSING
The Smith-Waterman algorithm was first proposed in [30] . Its objective is to find a pair of segments, one from each of two long sequences, such that there is no other pair of segments with greater similarity (homology) 3 The Smith-Waterman algorithm is a local sequence alignment method. Before discussing the algorithm, we first introduce the concept of local alignment. Given a pair of symbolic segments, one from each of two symbolic sequences, we can equalize the length of the two segments by inserting gaps Since the two symbolic segments are two contiguous sub-sequences of the two symbolic sequences, respectively, the alignment on the pair of segments is called the local alignment of the two sequences.
An example of the similarity function used in this work is:
If there is no alignment i.e. there is a gap, the penalty will be smaller δ = −0.4 and for simplicity's sake it will be a uniform penalty (for successive gaps there are no additional penalty). Let I (A p:q , A k:l ) be the similarity index of the alignment of sequences A p:q and A k:l .
It represents the similarity of two sequences and the larger it is, the more similar the sequences are. It can be negative in cases which lead us to apply a constraint: if two sequences are completely dissimilar, their similarity score should be 0. Let S(A, B) be the similarity score of two sequences A and B, we have then:
The Smith-Waterman algorithm [30] makes use of a similarity matrix that is generated while iterating through every occurrence of both sequences.
This similarity matrix is then used to trace the optimal route which represents the best alignment strategy for the sequences: so after generating the matrix, all we have to do is backtrack from the best score and how it was computed. This matrix is generated using the following formula:
This can be used more easily in the recursive form which will help us use a dynamic programming approach to compute all terms of the matrix as in figure 6 . In the topic of alarm floods, we have to keep in mind that the sequence of data has a time factor that should be accounted for. Alignment is considered not on the sequence itself and its order but events that hold a type and a timestamp. This will change the score function as it should take into consideration the timestamp.
If we choose the alphabet of event types as 4 :
and the alarm sequence A as:
The idea behind this modification of the Smith-Waterman algorithm is to switch from a time-independent similarity function s(x, y) to a time-dependant one s((e i , t i ), (e j , t j )). This brings us to the need to define new concept: time distance vector and time weighted vector.
For an event (e m , t m ) we define the time distance vector as follows:
if the set is not empty ∞ These vectors are needed to see the proximity of events that hold the same type, thus the denomination time distance vector.
To homogenize the time distance vector and obtain weights needed for the similarity function, a mapping is used, a function f (.) that has the following properties:
4 This is without loss of generality because a bijective function can map this alphabet to another with the same cardinality.
As an example here are a few weighting functions:
In this work, and for the sake of simplicity, we used the Gaussian distribution, as we can control its variance. Then, we defined the time weight vector as follows:
We use the Gaussian distribution for the first sequence and the Dirac distribution for the second one. This makes the similarity function asymmetric: s (A, B) = s(B, A) . The similarity function is defined as follows:
The work presented in [23] is a pioneering step forward in sequential pattern mining and opened the way to some improvements on the technique used to generate frequent episodes and differentiate between them. Many of the modern pattern recognition algorithms in sequences, (e.g. natural language recognition) have their roots from the WINEPI algorithm [23] . The name WINEPI is derived from the words: Window and Episode. This algorithm uses a window constraint to compute the support of an episode (see 3.3 ). This idea makes the generation of frequent and the rule discovery distinct tasks that could be done separately. Simplified view of the Apriori Lemma. Algorithm 1 recognizes candidate parallel episodes in a sequence, it proceeds as subsequently, when an event in a parallel episode α enters the current window, it is counted in α.eventCount which keep how much of this episode is in the window. Once α.eventCount = |α|, which indicates that episode α is entirely in the window, we save the starting time in α.inwindow.
When the episode α leaves the window, as the α.eventCount decreases, it is saved in α.freqCount to mark how many windows the episode has remained entirely in, it will lead us to compute the support of the episode presented by the formula in 3.3.
In order to organize all candidates and make access efficient, it is useful to index them by a dictionary of how many events A, the key is the event type A and its number of occurrence in the episode, and the value is a list of episode having a number of event types A: this dictionary is called contains[(A, a) ], a being the number of occurrences. for all α in C do 4: for all A in α do 5: A.count ← 0 6: for i ← 1 do|α| 7: contains(A, i) ← ∅ 8: for all α ∈ C do 9: for ∀A ∈ α do 10: a ← number of event of type A in α 11: contains(A, i) ← contains(A, i) ∪ {α} 12: α.eventCount ← 0 13: α.freqCount ← 0 14:
Recognition 15: for start ← T s −win + 1 doT e 16: for all (A, t) ⊂ s/t = start + win − 1 do
17:
A.count ← A.count + 1 18: for all α ∈ contains(A, A.count) do 19: α.eventCount ← α.eventCount +A.count 20: if α.eventCount = |α| then 21: α.inwindow ← start 22: Delete old event from window 23: for all (A, t) ⊂ s/t = start − 1 do 24: for all α ∈ contains(A, A.count) do 25: if α.eventCount = |α| then 26: α.freqCount ← α.freqCount − α.inwindow + start 27: α.eventCount ← α.eventCount −A.count 28: for all α ∈ C do 29: if α.freqCount T e −Ts s +win−1 ≥ minFr then 30: return α an event of type A, the window having 3 events of type A, the entry contains[(A, 4) ] is updated to signal to episodes expecting 4 A events, that this window contains them. The algorithm 2 is used for recognizing serial candidates episodes in an event sequence make use of state automata (like the one on figure 8 ). These automata that take candidates serial episodes as their sole input. For a serial episode α, we create an automaton, which we can instantiate many times simultaneously. These simultaneous instances can show the active states of the prefixes of α.
As the first event of a serial episode α enters the window, we create a new automaton for that episode; this automate is erased with the exit of the same first event from the time window.
The accepting state for an automaton is when all of its events have entered the window, with no other instance of this automaton in their accepting state. The starting time of the windows is saved in the variable α.inwindow. This allows us to count the event once in a window since the frequency is the number of windows containing the episode at least once. In the situation where the accepting state automaton is exiting the window and when there is no accepting state automaton, we increase the variable α.freqCount with the number of windows in which the episode α has been in.
Having numerous automata with the same state is redundant, it provides the same information in this algorithm and would provide the same transitions. The optimal way is to keep the automaton that has to reach the most advanced state at the latest, as it will be removed last. At most, we should have |α| automata. To find the automaton that we should remove, we represent the automata with an array of size |α|. In the variable α.initialized[i], we store the latest initialization time of an automaton in its i th state. As α is a sorted array of events, this array is used to label the state transition.
To access and traverse the automata efficiently they are organized in the following way: in a list waits(A) we store the automata that are waiting for an event A ∈ E; waits(A) contains the episode and which event its automata is waiting for: (α, x) i.e. an automata for the x th event of α. As event (A, t) enters the window, we consult the list waits(A). If any automaton reaching the same state i as another, α.initialized[i] is overwritten to allow the latest state automaton to be saved.
We store transition at the shift of the window in a list, in the form (α, x, t): an episode α has reached its x th event, with latest initialization time of the prefix of length x is t. We update old states of the automata immediately, new states are updated only after all the transitions have been pinpointed, only to not overwrite useful information. To easily remove automata instantiated at time t, we store them in a list beginsat(t). 
V. COMPUTATIONAL RESULTS
After presenting the underlying structure of the used algorithms and the theories they are based upon, it is crucial to test their implementation to validate the work done but also to have a showcase of performance indicators: In this section, we aim to check the performance and the validity of such algorithms, as demonstrated in figure 9 and to extract the strengths of our procedure as well as the tweaks and optimizations applied. for all α ∈ C do 4: for i ← 1 do|α| 5:
for all α ∈ C do 8: waits(α [1] ) ← waits(α [1] ∪ {(α, 1)} 9: α.freqCount ← 0 10: for t ← T s − win doT s − 1 11: beginstat(t) ← ∅
12:
Recognizing Episodes 13: for start ← T s − win doT e 14:
Bring new events 15: beginstat(start + win − 1) ← ∅ 16: transitions ← ∅ 17: for all (A, t) ∈ s/t = start + win − 1 do 18: for all (α, j) ∈ waits(A) do 19: if j = |α| and α.initialized[j] = 0 then 20: α.inwindow ← start 21: if j = 1 then 22: transitions ← transition ∪ {α, 1, start + win − 1} 23: else 24: transitions 26: α.initialized[j − 1] ← 0 27: waits(A) ← waits(A) − {(α, j)} 28: for all (α, j, t) ∈ transitions do 29: α.initialized[j] ← t 30: beginstat(t) ← beginstat(t) ∪ {(α, j)} 31: if j < |α| then 32: waits(α[j+1]) ← waits(α[j+1])∪{(α, j+ 1)} 33: else 34: Delete old events from window 35: for all (α, l) ∈ beginsat(start − 1) do 36: if l = |α| then 37: α.freqCount ← α.freqCount − α.inwindow + start 38: The modified Smith-Waterman implementation aims to find alignment between two sequences. These sequences can be two subsets of the same data sequence, to compare two-alarm floods that follow the same pattern.
The modified Smith-Waterman algorithm uses a similarity score to pinpoint the best alignment of two sequences. The sequences are: The algorithms presented in section IV-B have been implemented in Python 3 and tested on a few sample cases to be validated. The test cases range from simple text sequences to alarms databases.
To verify that our theoretical approach was on point, we started with a few test cases that will validate our implementation. Those test cases were text sequences and a succession of arbitrary events chosen randomly. The next step is, of course, a performance showcase where the algorithms are put to a rigorous benchmark to see their computing ability. Those benchmarks are on an alarms database provided by Integration Objects. 5 It contains roughly 200000 events and a few thousand event types.
We, then, proceeded to plot the results in terms of numbers of episodes generated, rules generated and time consumed as a function of the several inputs of the algorithm.
B. RESULTS
The first part of our work to be tested is for optimal alignment. For the test case presented in the foundational paper [7] , seen in figure 10 we found the same similarity score, which led us to conclude on the correctness of our implementation. This was implemented in.NET C# under Visual Studio 2015.
The complexity of this algorithm is (nm) and in that spirit, the lower bounds and upper bounds of complexity are the same. The performance of the algorithm is depending on the size of the sequences to be aligned. The matrix of correspondence is generated in its entirety every time the algorithm is running.
The whole focus of our implementation is to be useful in using data generated from the episode mining algorithm. It is a secondary objective for this work, but it can prove to be useful in ulterior research. Alignment can be used to find similar episodes and scoring sequences.
The second part of our work to be tested is for sequential pattern mining. This part of the algorithm is programmed in Python 3.6 under the same system. The rules are in the following form:
At first, we run the algorithm with data from the example in figure 11 . The results are similar to those obtained from the manual computation which validates the correctness of our implementation.
The result was fairly fast and the number of rules is low since the frequency is considered high. A second run with a lower frequency would give us more rules as shown in figure 12 .
The main objective of this algorithm is to run on a vast amount of data, we should benchmark its capabilities and how much resources it needs to run.
As a first run of the algorithm, we used a database provided by Integration Objects. 6 This has been done without preprocessing, to demonstrate the capabilities of the algorithms and to show that it can be used on alarms database.
We observe the need for pre-processing the data, as in figure 13 , we have a chattering alarm that created a list of episodes that are quite frequent. Also, we can use this to 6 URL: https://integrationobjects.com. pre-process the data in itself as the chattering alarms will create frequent patterns with only one event type.
This run used up to 700 MB of memory and generated 2515 rules, with T s = 0 and T e = 100000 which represent roughly 28 hours of alarms data.
We will begin by testing the serial episode generation algorithm. As our implementation uses four algorithms and the algorithm that takes up most of the time is the candidate generation algorithm. We separate the testing for both implementations to benchmark performance.
In figure 14(a) , we can observe that the number of episodes grows exponentially as a function of the window size. It is expected that episodes are an increasing function of the window size, since the bigger the windows the larger the spectrum of the search for episodes.
Like the previous statement, in figure 14(b) , the number of episodes grows exponentially so the number of rules which is the number of relationships that episodes and their parents (super-episodes) share, i.e. confidence index.
In figure 15 , we show the performance as the time spent to generate all episodes as a function of the window size. As stated in the theoretical analysis, it grows exponentially and window constraint should be chosen in a way that it is still generating enough meaningful data but on time. In both figures 16(a) and 16(b), we have two monotonically decreasing plots of respectively, the number of episodes and the number of rules, with the frequency threshold as the variable.
The time plot in figure 17 , as a function of the frequency threshold, is a step ladder like function. The time taken for generating episodes is the same for segments of time. Since the generation process is taken with the Apriori Principle, most of the runtime is for finding the 1-episodes and then generating the episodes from them.
The same process goes for parallel episode generation. We plot the figures with the frequency threshold and the time window as parameters and we see runtime, the number of episodes and rules generated.
In figures 18(a), 18(b),19,20(a), 20(b) we obtain similar results as the serial episode generation algorithms. There is a difference in the runtime as a function of the window constraint.
In figure 21 , we see that we have a linear behavior which is a really interesting feat of the algorithm. This is due to the small size of the window. Its complexity has shown that it has to present quadratic like property but the implementation is more straightforward and process management in Python gave it a boost.
C. COMPARATIVE STUDY
After presenting the tests on the influence of system parameters, the proposed algorithm is compared with a traditional sequential data mining algorithm, RuleGrowth [14] and MineAlarmRulesForKind algorithm [31] . For this evaluation, the same prediction occurrence model with the alarm rules presented in [31] is implemented.
This model is based on the rule occurrences on the events. If the antecedent alarms of the sequential rule of a node happen in a transaction, then the prediction the consequent alarm of this rule will also occur in this transaction is made. If this consequent one also happens, the prediction is accurate. Then, the correctness of the prediction is calculated as accuracy. The alarm rules are mined from data set (alarm count: 369,345) which are dated from 10-08-2012 to 23-08-2012 based on the Nokias radio access network logs with a support value of 10 and confidence value of 0.9. The prediction accuracy is created from these logs (alarm count: 27,855) on 24-08-2012.
As shown in Table 1 , the RuleGrowth algorithm makes 2,702 predictions and 864 rule occurrences take place based on these predictions in this experiment. Therefore, its accuracy is around 32.0%.
The MineAlarmRulesForKind algorithm makes 366 predictions and 266 rule occurrences take place based on these predictions in this experiment. Therefore, its accuracy is around 72.7%.
The proposed algorithm makes 283 predictions where 211 of them has occurred. Therefore, the accuracy becomes 76.4%. In the experiments, the RuleGrowth and MineAlarmRulesForKind algorithms made many predictions while it utilizes a lot of resources and time.
These results show that the proposed method makes more precise predictions by using fewer resources and time.
VI. CONCLUSION
Thorough bibliographical research showed us that current literature considers sequential pattern recognition as an expanding field of research. The problem lies in its usage. The mining pattern from a single timed sequence of events is called: episode mining. This distinction helps us in refining our bibliographical research, finding and tweaking the existent algorithms.
In Data Mining, association rules is a machine learning tool to get information from sets of data but do not consider order (or time). Sequential pattern mining is finding the frequent/special pattern with no scoring method that has predictive capabilities. The algorithm present here was a reconciliation of both and the result obtained has probabilistic interpretation.
This work is axed around providing a way to break sequences into episodes and store those in a database with an assigned value of confidence and support. With this procedure, we can analyze data in a different way as episodes could have a certain meaning.
However, this approach still depends tightly on the choice of parameters as they will affect directly the extracted rules. In this context, further works can focus on making the choice of parameters more dynamic and dependent on the characteristics of data. Moreover, it is important to preprocess data due to noisy data, errors, inconsistencies, and lack of variable values. Different data preprocessing techniques like cleaning methods, data integration and transformation can be carried out before extracting rules to achieve successful analysis and prediction.
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